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INTRODUCTION

Promoting the development of health and well-being across the lifespan involves navigating a complex and intertwined labyrinth of biological, social, and environmental factors that change over time. Yet, approaches to positively impact developmental trajectories of these factors remain relatively siloed in academe and are generally discipline-specific with a singular focus in their application (e.g., physical activity, motor development, social-emotional development, cognitive development). Discipline-specific interventions also are derived from a multitude of theoretical frameworks that are generally applied to only one domain of development. Attempting to amalgamate and apply various frameworks to promote holistic development would be useful, yet arduous and impractical based on our
history of discipline-specific approaches. However, the process of identifying simplicity from complexity has been applied in many domains of science (e.g., neuroscience, biology, ecology, physics) in order to promote a more palatable, yet comprehensively encapsulating, conceptualization of complex mechanisms/phenomena. To quote Einstein, “It can scarcely be denied that the supreme goal of all theory is to make the irreducible basic elements as simple and as few as possible without having to surrender the adequate representation of a single datum of experience”\(^1\) (p. 165). Unfortunately, our siloed approaches to interventions designed to promote human development have, perhaps, been oversimplified and void of the essence of the complexity of human development. Quoting another eminent researcher (with a focus on human development), “It all comes back to the importance of action for learning and the fundamental interrelatedness of the different parts of the human being (the social, emotional, cognitive, and physical parts) and of all human beings to one another […] The best and most efficient way to foster any one of those (such as academic achievement) is to foster all of them”\(^2\) (p. 789). Thus, is it possible to provide a unifying theme for intervention that places an apriori focus on, and applies, an overarching catalyst of development to any intervention to promote holistic development?

The purpose of this commentary is to address this challenge, zooming out our view to encompass a variety of theoretical approaches without constraints on their different philosophical underpinnings. We propose a cross-boundary unification directive, converging on a critical component for any intervention that concomitantly illustrates the “why” and “how” of development that can be applied to any specific theoretical approach to this issue. Inherent in such a proposition would be the understanding that a unifying intervention directive should demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of human development, be applicable across any developmental domain, and be both justifiable and pragmatic. We propose that exploration should be this unified intervention directive for human intervention and provide evidence, and exemplars, that can be promoted from this simplistic unifying theme.

The Far-Reaching Scope of Exploration

**Exploration** is an innate motivation of all humans from birth and is our way of navigating and expanding our understanding of the complexity of the world.\(^3\) From a human development perspective, exploration involves the synergistic interaction of physical (i.e., motor), cognitive (i.e., learning to move and moving to learn), and other psychosocial (e.g., social-emotional) systems. As any volitional human movement can be fundamentally classified as “physical activity,” our collective neuromotor (mind-body) system undergoes cumulative neurophysiological adaptations as we increase and refine our capability to explore our world. From infancy, the process of perceptuo-motor integration (via the use of multiple sensory systems) is a catalyst for continuing and advancing exploration of our environment and results in enhanced motor and cognitive skills.\(^2,4\) Thus, context-specific active exploration of our physical environment is spurred by the instinctive motivation to learn,\(^5\) via mastery experiences,\(^6\) and attain a goal. As young children age, new experiences continue to advance their development with the initiation of a new context for exploration – socialization. In early childhood, competence in different movement forms (e.g., locomotor and object projection/manipulation skills), and cognitive and emotional skills (e.g., self-regulation, relying on both emotionally neutral – ‘cool’ – and emotionally laden – ‘hot’ – cognitive executive functions) are fostered by and required to initiate social encounters and
navigate social environments via structured and non-structured play. This development is enhanced in environments that allow for incremental challenges (i.e., the proximal zone of development described by Vygotsky).

Unfortunately, research emphases on contemporary societal issues (e.g., sedentary behaviors, obesity, social-emotional deficits, academic achievement) have promoted siloed research that focuses on different facets of children’s “health” rather than promoting holistic “development.” Specifically, increased rates of obesity and associated metabolic diseases have prompted worldwide advocacy of an “exercise is medicine” research approach that has been propagated from adulthood down to childhood (i.e., a top-down age approach), which opposes a developmental approach (i.e., a bottom-up age approach). As a consequence, “play” is being replaced by medically based terminology such as “moderate-to-vigorous physical activity” and “exercise”, thus removing the core values and the meaningful part of play from a child’s perspective. In essence, a “quantity” of movement focusing on health outcomes, decontextualized from the indispensable features of play, has replaced the “quality” of children’s movement and its associated holistic developmental outcomes.

Exploration and Motor Development as a Foundation for Holistic Development

While we appreciate the need to address the critical issues relating to the secular decline in children’s (and adults’) physical activity and health, this approach has overshadowed the critical need to focus on children’s holistic development. For example, while research linking cardiorespiratory fitness and physical activity to children’s cognitive health has received ample attention, knowledge of specific characteristics of interventions and the mechanisms underlying effects is limited. In essence, the causative mechanism for explaining brain growth (neurogenesis/synaptogenesis) and functionality (e.g., executive functions) has focused on metabolic pathways (e.g., angiogenesis); however, recent literature has suggested that cognitively engaging activities are more impactful on functional outcomes. Moreover, even when the “quality” of physical activity content and delivery is considered, the role of the context in which it occurs still remains largely neglected. Instead, it has been newly suggested that different causative mechanisms of physical activity’s effects on the brain and cognition may be triggered – or not triggered – by physical, emotional, cognitive, and social features of the natural, virtual and built environments in which children participate in spontaneous or structured physical activities. Thus, our argument for understanding the context-specific nature of different types of physical activity (i.e., exploration) is critical to address how the brain develops and functions.

A mechanism that seems specific to the context of physical activity is cognitive engagement while moving. The execution of concomitant motor and cognitive tasks provides an added value to learning, outweighing potential acute negative effects of dual task interference. Motor and cognitive development are proposed to both be based on the same underlying mechanisms of skill acquisition; however, the beneficial effect of physical activity on learning may depend on the level of integration between the cognitive and motor tasks (i.e., temporal connection) and the relevance of movement complexity for the cognitive learning task (i.e., embodiment or relatedness). The additive effects of the combined motor and cognitive components are highlighted in embodied learning theories, advocating that cognition is situated in, and relies on, the interactions of the body with the external environment. In embodied learning, a child integrates information from different modalities (e.g., proprioceptive, visual, auditory), which are processed simultaneously by
different cognitive systems, enriching memory traces during encoding and facilitating recall.\textsuperscript{21,22} More broadly, the emphasis of embodiment is put not on the body per se, but on the different bodily states, the perception of and interaction with the external environment, as well as the social, historical and cultural cues surrounding us.\textsuperscript{4}

As children explore their physical and sociocultural environments, emotional development also unfolds as they engage in activities that involve both pleasure and discomfort, or pride and fear.\textsuperscript{23} Emotional development appears to be closely interconnected with cognitive development and this linkage is widely recognized where children are exposed to atypical caregiving experiences (e.g., parental separation, early institutionalization). Early negative emotional experiences may have profound negative effects on the development and integration of brain regions involved in cognition.\textsuperscript{24-26} The resultant dysregulation may have a lasting negative effect on the cognitive regulation of emotion, predisposing an individual to poor socialization and psychopathology.\textsuperscript{27} Thankfully, play and other vigorous activities elicit fun and enjoyment, positively impacting emotional and cognitive development,\textsuperscript{28,29} including upregulation of neurotrophic factors and neurogenesis.\textsuperscript{30} However, the context again, must be called into play (pun intended). The context-specific nature of activities that children enjoy amplifies the importance of competency (e.g., motor competence) that is required for success and motivation for continued participation in developmentally appropriate activities.

The development of coordination and control (i.e., competence in movement) from infancy and its foundational role in physical development have been extensively documented (e.g., motor milestones). However, research noting its impact on positive developmental trajectories in other domains (e.g., physical health, cognition, self-concept, social-emotional development) across childhood and adolescence has received significant attention only recently.\textsuperscript{31,32} Higher levels of movement skill are related not only to acute health-enhancing energy expenditure,\textsuperscript{33-35} but also to long-term physical activity,\textsuperscript{31,36} fitness,\textsuperscript{37,38} self-concept\textsuperscript{39} and weight status trajectories\textsuperscript{37,40} across childhood and adolescence. Additional research is needed to understand potential differences in antecedent/consequent mechanisms that may change across time as psychological and cognitive processes involved in the development of coordination and control may have differing levels of influence based on age-related windows within the developmental continuum.\textsuperscript{41} In addition, positive trajectories of development in movement skills influence persistent engagement in preferred as well as novel activities (e.g., games and sports), and skills can be continually adapted to new environmental and social contexts. A critical antecedent to persistent engagement in activities is an individual’s perception of competence\textsuperscript{39}, which enhances motivation and confidence to successfully engage in activities with others. Thus, the impact that developing motor competence (or lack thereof) has on self-concept also influences social-emotional development.\textsuperscript{42} As Adolf and Hoch\textsuperscript{4} note, “After all, motor development is really behavioral development […]. Thus, for researchers who view psychology as the study of behavior, motor skill acquisition is the stuff of the science” (p. 157).

Data linking motor competence to multiple aspects of child development,\textsuperscript{4,31,39,43,44} as well as the burgeoning literature on “physical literacy”\textsuperscript{45} and “long-term athletic development”\textsuperscript{46} has also sparked a renewed focus on the necessity for a long-term holistic approach to child development research (i.e., a bottom-up approach). These emerging literature foci specifically address the importance of linking cognitive, self-concept, and social-emotional development via variability in learning experiences within different
environmental contexts.\textsuperscript{32,47-51} In addition, promoting variability (i.e., \textit{exploration}) in experiences with others speaks to children's engagement with and learning about individual differences (e.g., physical ability status, gender identity, race/ethnicity, and culture). Thus, variability in social experiences also may promote generational advances in the thought processes of developing citizens regarding equity, inclusion, and social justice.\textsuperscript{52}

\textbf{Holistic Development for Every Child}

Considering what we have presented on the crucial facilitating role that \textit{exploration} has on positive trajectories of physical, cognitive, psychological, and social-emotional development, it is imperative that every child be afforded opportunities to \textit{explore}. While the World Health Organization (WHO) has recently published its first global physical activity guidelines for people with a disability,\textsuperscript{53,54} children with disabilities demonstrate increased odds of being excluded from engagement in structured physical activity opportunities.\textsuperscript{55} As a consequence, they are less likely to meet multiple health recommendations\textsuperscript{56,57} and various developmental milestones. For example, while school-/classroom-based strategies (e.g., active breaks, active lessons, standing desks)\textsuperscript{58} have been conducted to help children sit less and be more active,\textsuperscript{59-62} only a few studies have included children with disabilities.\textsuperscript{63,64} Although children with disabilities report enjoyment in various physical activities\textsuperscript{65,66} and recognize them as opportunities for social interaction,\textsuperscript{67,68} they commonly perceive such occasions (even those delivered by experts) to be inappropriately designed and poorly matched to their abilities and needs.\textsuperscript{69} Compounding this issue in resource-poor settings, children with disabilities and/or developmental delays are generally not afforded the opportunity for referral and appropriate intervention. Many children ‘fall through the cracks’ of health and educational systems and stigmatization may result from a lack of insight and understanding of disabilities and how we need to increase inclusive practices.

Innovative and inclusive movement paradigms for all children are needed but are hindered by historical practices that are underpinned by medical models of disability and educational/social norms. Medical models focus on functional impairment (i.e., what children cannot do), thereby promoting an adaptive culture of sport and physical education that requires the child to “adapt” to the surroundings in order to be “included.” In contrast, a social model of disability requires more flexibility in instructional methods and activities based on the needs, ability status and preferences of any learner in any context.\textsuperscript{70,71} For example, Universal Design for Learning makes adaptations readily available for all learners so that the learning experience is meaningful and relevant for each child.\textsuperscript{72} When children of varying needs and abilities engage collaboratively in inclusive movement experiences that promote embodied \textit{exploration} in various contexts,\textsuperscript{73,74} all children can “learn” and thrive.\textsuperscript{75} Thus, identifying contextual factors that foster inclusion and equity, and their impact on socio-emotional, cognitive, and motor domains is critical.\textsuperscript{76} Transitioning from exclusive into inclusive pedagogical practice will help overcome one of the main challenges to intervention – how to encourage teachers/practitioners/coaches to do more than simply set up a separate activity for the so-called 'disabled' child. Indeed, promoting inclusive strategies in any social, educational, and recreational setting and, at the same time, identifying and satisfying the requirement of individual differences is warranted, as they are not mutually exclusive, but complementary. For example, interventions tailored to address individual needs and competencies include emerging technology-based approaches, such as exergaming and integrative virtual reality.\textsuperscript{77} Specifically, exergaming research with children with attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), autism, obesity, developmental coordination disorder and pediatric cancer survivors has demonstrated benefits within multiple domains of development. As novelty, adaptivity, and variability are essential to elicit immersion and enjoyment, exergames in various virtual environments add to the array of pedagogical approaches to help foster exploration for all children.

**Exploration for Improving Intervention Science**

Identifying innovative pedagogical paradigms to promote holistic development necessitates several important shifts in how we may approach intervention and its implementation across a variety of contexts. The explorative approach should be extended from the child to the teacher/practitioner/coach level through a professional development process to develop interventions that meet their needs and contextual factors, as opposed to a prescribed standardized program. In addition, this paradigm requires that we explore novel measurement and analytical approaches to understand the impact of intervention on all individuals. Efficacy and effectiveness study designs are still dominated by ableism, as evidenced by the frequent exclusion of children with developmental and/or physical disabilities. This practice of “functional exclusion” is in part a response to the demand for rigorous randomized controlled trials with strict inclusion and exclusion criteria and highly specified intervention protocols with little room for modification. Such rigorous approaches, rely on instruction mainly targeted to ensure ‘what’ and ‘how much’ is delivered (e.g., dose), whereas it is harder to control what children do when using more explorative interventions. Unfortunately, this approach might be mistaken for a weak intervention control, but it actually strengthens the capability to understand effectiveness of an intervention from an individual perspective. Further, as a consequence of word count limitations for many journals, too little information is provided on intervention protocols, fidelity of interventions, or the context in which the intervention takes place. Generally lacking in many intervention methodology sections is information on whether individuals participate equally across an intervention. While controlled trials may report on the number of sessions attended and may include data intended to be a proxy for participation (e.g., heart rate or accelerometry data during activities), the true quality of individual engagement (e.g., cognitive and socio-emotional engagement) is not captured and should be improved. This problem can, perhaps, be a unique opportunity to globally enhance intervention research by not only improving intervention design, methodological protocols, intervention fidelity, and reporting of interventions, but also more effectively promoting inclusion. In essence, we need to promote interventions for all children and examine the impact of interventions using both "dose-response" analyses that are based on person-centered approaches (e.g., regression based on individual engagement/practice trials/improvement) and traditional variable-centered analyses (e.g., intervention vs. control groups). This shift would enhance implementation science by promoting hybrid effectiveness-implementation designs.

Moreover, adding a person-oriented analysis strategy to commonly applied variable-centered group analyses will not only help us understand what works for whom, but also will allow us to better map the complexity of holistic human development. This process enables researchers to disentangle true within-person intervention effects from group-level outcomes and moderators. Thus, rather than tightening inclusion criteria to reduce between-child variability, we could strive to be even more inclusive in our participant recruitment procedures and analyses by utilizing models that allow intervention intercepts.
(i.e., starting points) and slopes (i.e., changes over time) to be freely estimated and to vary at the individual as well as group level (e.g., using mixed fixed and random effects models).\textsuperscript{94} We may find that this approach identifies positive intervention effects where we may have otherwise thought there were no effects based on a collective group effect.\textsuperscript{95} In essence, does every child in the intervention group need to be a positive responder for the intervention to be deemed a success? Or, is it beneficial to identify the rate of effectiveness, particularly if this allows the intervention to be delivered in a more inclusive and equitable manner that provides all children with the opportunity to participate and explore the intervention environment? In our estimation, we believe the benefits of a “mandate for inclusion” in intervention research far outweighs the negatives as it represents a deeper level analytic approach, but more importantly, a more humanistic approach to science.

Exploration at the Core of a Comprehensive Multilevel Approach

For many children, early childhood education is the primary environmental context where they have opportunities to move, play, and learn beyond the home environment. Play and exploration are core concepts of early childhood education pedagogy, and their value for children's development (and learning) is undisputed.\textsuperscript{7,96-98} However, contemporary trends of “schoolification” and increased sedentary behaviors in young children are two worrisome trends that are counterproductive to children’s development.\textsuperscript{99,100} Facing these challenges, interventions with developmentally appropriate, child-centered (child-oriented, i.e., oriented to a child’s needs) didactic approaches that integrate a focus on exploration via movement and play with the well-intentioned learning and health promotion objectives are well-positioned to support broad educational goals and integrate public health initiatives during the early years.

Of course, to pursue such broader educational goals through active play, we need an educational alliance among key stakeholders who interact with children, such as parents, early care personnel, teachers and coaches; as well as a favorable social context within families and communities.\textsuperscript{101} Passionate adults communicate empathetically and emotionally with children using various levels of "scaffolding" actions to assist children in utilizing their imaginations and creativity during physical activities to develop problem solving and learning strategies.\textsuperscript{102,103} Exploring new environments often involves challenges that are necessary to promote continued development. As children engage in challenging tasks, adults are responsible for creating the physical and emotional conditions that help children find solutions,\textsuperscript{104} even if these represent "in itinere" achievements. Support and feedback from adults facilitate both motivation for continued engagement in challenging activities and perceptions of competence and enjoyment, and they also foster acceptance of momentary failures which plays an integral role in ultimately achieving the desired goal of learning and success.\textsuperscript{105,106} The integration of scaffolding processes in various contexts across a child’s life, therefore, is critical to enhancing developmental processes in multiple domains. Outdoor environments also can provide a new challenge for children's development and can be viewed as a natural setting for scaffolding.\textsuperscript{107} Versatile outdoor environments offer plentiful stimuli for sensory systems and, at the same time, provide the possibility for children to explore how to use and control their body while searching for solutions on how to move.\textsuperscript{108,109} These outdoor environments may be planned/formal or natural, and adults can be catalysts who promote opportunities in outdoor environments (e.g., playgrounds, parks). These opportunities are critical to promote for all children, as children with disabilities and
from disadvantaged environments can develop even in the absence of formal or intentional instruction or facilities. In addition, the child’s perception of parental or other adult facilitated support for physical activity, specifically structure, autonomy support, and involvement, may facilitate internalization of autonomously regulated motivation for physical activity and enable confidence and competence for sustained participation and continued exploration of new activities and environments.

The school environment also provides opportunities for exploration in all areas of development. A collaborative effort to promote learning and health through the whole-school, whole-community, whole-child model highlights the need for schools to shift the focus from narrowly defined academic goals to goals that place holistic development of the child at the epicenter of education. Teachers, depending on the quality of their instructions, the challenges they provide, and the opportunities for interpersonal involvement they create, can positively or negatively impact motivation, enjoyment, and physical self-perceptions in students. In contrast, a non-supportive environment that thwarts the satisfaction of basic psychological needs may result in maladaptive motivational outcomes, such as disengagement, boredom, and reduced effort. As researchers assemble the missing pieces of exploration in school-based interventions, facilitators of and constraints to holistic development should be identified at several individual, interpersonal, and environmental levels.

Youth sport is another critical environment for holistic development, and a noteworthy framework that reinforces the importance of exploration is Côté and colleagues’ Developmental Model of Sport Participation (DMSP). Within the DMSP, it is recommended that young athletes progress through stages of participation that include a period of sampling during childhood. The sampling years are characterized by a high level of diversity both within sports and between sports. Côté and colleagues proposed that the exploration of different sports and diverse activities within a sport help young athletes to: (a) increase their chances of acquiring a broad repertoire of skills and psychosocial assets as well as (b) decrease their likelihood of premature sport attrition resulting from injury and burnout. For example, children can play soccer on a beach with friends, in a park, or in an organized game with teammates and a coach. Although these three activities could be classified as playing soccer, the context-specific variability provides children with different ways to explore the sport in different physical and social environments. To better conceptualize these distinct sport experiences, Côté and Erickson suggested that practice and play activities in youth sport can be conceptualized along a continuum relating to how much instruction and input is vested by an adult (i.e., coach or parent) versus the child. At one end of the continuum are sport or lead-up activities where adults have minimal roles in providing instructions. On the other end of the continuum are sport activities in which adults set the direction and provide the instruction in a more structured environment. The shift from externally controlled to self-controlled activities is vital for exploration and the development of interest in a domain. Within the sport domain, young athletes are often placed in environments that are dictated by the agendas of adults. Such an overemphasis on adult-centered processes may undermine interest, creativity, and engagement. As such, adults should examine ways of encouraging youth-centered experiences such as play, instead of solely focusing on structured practice activities. Deliberate play has been used in the athlete development literature to describe child-centered activities that are inspired by formal sport games. Deliberate play differs from non-sport physical play activities of infancy or early
childhood, specific pedagogical games or play designed by adults to improve performance (e.g., teaching games for understanding or play practice) and deliberate structured practice activities typical of organized sport. It is play because the goal is enjoyment and deliberate because the activity is inspired by a structured sport activity.

Deliberate play activities at any level are characterized by two critical criteria that are both typical of any type of play activities and essential for exploration: (a) a high degree of novelty and unpredictability, and (b) flexibility in their structure and form. For example, children involved in deliberate play will often rearrange the composition of teams if one team is winning too easily. Younger, less skilled players are also often accommodated or allowed to play by different rules to minimize size and skill advantages, thus exhibiting the key characteristics of play activities. The focus of participation is on the act or process of competing (i.e., intrinsically motivated) while also keeping the game going in a fair and fun manner, rather than on the outcome of winning. As such, the participants themselves take ownership over the flexibility and negotiability of rules to maintain fun competition between players of differing abilities. By removing the structural barriers of organized sport and adapting rules to the specific contexts and situations, deliberate play then becomes the quintessential type of activity that promotes creativity and exploration in youth sport.

To advance and promote thought processes that place a primary emphasis on exploration across multiple intervention domains and environmental contexts (with and without adult participation), we must continue to effectively promote, propagate, and systematically progress (in a safe and appropriate manner) every child’s journey in all aspects of their development. In recent years, ecological theory frameworks have been increasingly adapted in the movement sciences. At the heart of ecological theories, such as ecological dynamics, is an embodied and situated approach to the constant, reciprocal, and interactive relationship between the learner and what the environment (including other people) affords the learner. Across time, children become more sensitive to physical affordances (invariant features) and other children/adults to effectively interact within the physical as well as the social context of environments via a self-organizing process. As individuals become more intimately attuned to all aspects of a specific learning environment, a deeper level of practical knowledge, or ‘know-how,’ promoted by the action of “doing,” progressively emerges. From an ecological perspective, research promoting holistic development necessitates a commitment to undertaking research that studies children’s behavior as a complex and dynamic system. This systems approach can be understood as a continually evolving strategy where exploration is fundamental to promote a “best fit” to satisfy task requirements (i.e., movement goals) and is based on the interactions of the developing individual who functions within different physical and social environmental contexts. This continual process of functionally adapting one’s action capabilities is the essence of development and is why children should always be encouraged to explore and interact with their surroundings.

Forging a New Path

Concluding with another metaphorical reference, U.S. President John F. Kennedy, when referring to the exploration of space, noted that “We choose to go to the moon in this decade and do the other things, not because they are easy, but because they are hard.” Parlaying this language to child development, continued exploration of physical, cognitive, emotional and social aspects of an individual’s ever-expanding world is a complex and many
times a difficult process that requires substantial physical and mental effort, with success and failure inherently part of this developmental process. Thus, we contend that continually providing and promoting appropriately challenging experiences in diverse environmental and social contexts nurtures children’s innate motivation and enjoyment associated with exploration and is an optimal solution that will encourage continual physical, cognitive, and emotional effort to learn and succeed (Figure 1).

We have started this cross-boundary paper on child development through physically active exploration stating that we wanted to overcome the limits of siloed thinking and fragmentary spirit that dominate discipline-specific research that does not address the complexity of whole-child development and of the ecological system in which it is embedded. In our proposed holistic perspective, however, we purposely avoided the notion of exploration as a conception of holism to intervention that may be seen as a ‘reduction to the whole’, thus to the same reductionism typical of individual disciplines intended to be opposed. Instead, we embrace a paradigm of complexity in its potentially simplest form. The overarching theme of promoting exploration as a principal component for any intervention, as has been described both metaphorically and with direct applications to all aspects of child development, provides a unifying phenomenological approach that bridges underlying foundations of current theoretical approaches in multiple domains to positively impact holistic development for all children. As the necessity to alleviate and potentially reverse continued negative trajectories of health and well-being that many children currently face, we hope we have effectively articulated a vision that provides the needed stimulus to re-think our approach to intervention by re-emphasizing a focus on holistic development.

Figure 1. Flowchart of exploration context during child development.
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